We apply the differential formulation of the generalized effective liquid approximation to the study of hard-sphere and hard-disk freezing. We show that the thermodynamic properties of the solid phase are rather insensitive to the compressibility factor of the Quid phase used to map the solid onto the effective liquid. The solid-Quid coexistence data instead are quite dependent on the equation of state describing the Quid phase. Very accurate results, as compared with the simulation data, are obtained for both the freezing of hard spheres and hard disks.
I. INTRODUCTION The freezing of hard spheres into perfect crystals is probably the most notable example of the successful application of the nonperturbative density functional theories (NPDFT) to the study of classical nonuniform systems. In all these theories the excess free energy of the solid is determined from the excess free energy of an effective liquid, the major differences between the various theories consisting in the form in which the solid is mapped onto the effective liquid. In the weighted density approximations (WDA [1, 2] , MWDA [3] ) the density of the effective liquid is obtained by a nonlocal weighted average of the solid density. In the direct-correlationfunction (DCF) approaches (ELA [4] , GELA [5] ) the DCF of the solid is approximated by that of an effective liquid with a lower bulk density.
When applied to soft interactions the NPDFT fail in a greater or lesser extent in predicting the freezing into crystalline structures [6] . It has been argued [7] that the relatively large density change at coexistence of the hard-sphere freezing makes the NPDFT insensitive to physical details, which could explain why these various theories work particularly well for hard spheres but not for soft inverse-power potentials with only a small density change upon freezing. Another possible explanation [6] is that the range of the solid correlations is incorrectly described when the range of the interaction potential is increased. That is, the effective liquid which gives a good description of the amplitude of the solid correlations does not necessarily provide a good estimate of their range.
The fact that the hard-sphere system is a particular case for which the free energy and the entropy cannot be distinguished has also been claimed as a possible explanation for the failure of the NPDFT when applied to softer interactions [8] .
The lack of NPDFT for the freezing of soft spheres has been circumvented by shifting attention to hard-sphere I perturbation schemes as approximations to the study of more realistic potentials [8, 9] . The interest of the hardsphere NPDFT is thus twofold, providing a selfcontained approximation for hard potentials and a reference system for the study of continuous potentials.
In this paper we consider an alternative, differential, formulation of the generalized effective liquid approximation (GELA) of Lutsko and Baus [5] and apply it to the study of the hard-sphere and hard-disk freezing. As explained already elsewhere [5] (2.5) and ij'j(p)= PP, "(p)= -f dp -f dp' f dr C(~r~;p') (2. 
+Q '/+72 (3.6) where Zz(z))=(1+czzl )/(1 -zl), cz=7/3 4&3/~, z)- Our results for the freezing of hard spheres are essentially the same as those obtained by Lutsko and Baus [5] using the k-expansion method described in Sec. II. In Table I we compare the free energy per particle, /3P=Pf 31n(A/a)+1, -and the pressure of the fcc and bcc hard-sphere solids (using Zcs to map the solid onto the fiuid) with some available simulation data [2, 16] . It can be seen that the free energy is underestimated for the fcc solid while it is overestimated for the bcc solid, the relative errors being only 2%%uo. Moreover, the pressure is slightly overestimated for the compact lattice (about 2%%uo). We note that both the free energy and the pressure obtained from the difFerential formulation of the GELA are slightly higher than the results of Lutsko and Baus. We also remark that the solid free energy PP is rather insensitive to the fiuid compressibility factor (CS or PY) used to solve the GELA. %'e have considered both the square lattice and the triangular lattice. In the former case no mechanically stable solid has been found (there is no free-energy minimum with respect to the Cxaussian parameter a).
For the compact structure stable solids are found for packing fractions g~0 .700. In Fig. 1 [20, 21] of hard-disk freezing and compared to the simulation results [17, 19] . ers [19] and the MC simulation results of Hoover and Ree [17] . We have also included theoretical results obtained from the ELA [20] and the MWDA [21] . It is seen that the results obtained using ZEL to describe the fluid phase compare favorably with the simulation results, while there is less good agreement when using Z2 or Z6. Notice that the theoretical results of the ELA [20] have been obtained with Zz while those of the MWDA [21] with Z =(1 -g) . The Lindemann ratio at coexistence found in these NPDFT is 0.177 (ELA) [20] , 0.129 (MWDA) [21] , and 0.119 in the present work.
In Fig. 2 the hard-disk phase diagram as obtained from the GELA. using ZEL for the compressibility factor of the Quid phase is compared with some available simulation results [17, 19] [17] and the MD data of Alder and others [19] 
